
Pakistan is a country blessed with one of the most diverse 
geography and climate. Having 10 of the 25 highest 
mountains in the world, Pakistan is an emerging tourist 
destination. From the snow-capped Himalayas, Kara-
koram, and Hindu Kush Ranges, to the arid plains of the 
Arabian Sea, Pakistan has all it takes to satiate the 
individual palette of everyone visiting this great country. 

We invite you to explore and experience the culture, 
hospitality, and people of Pakistan with Yaar Tours

An Introduction to Pakistan
Lower Kachura Lake, Skardu, Gilgit-Baltistan

Let’s Go!



Khaplu
Khaplu, which is a beautiful landscape with high summits, 
flowing blue waters and waterfalls.

As soon as one leaves Skardu, a narrow, paved road with poplar 
trees lined up on both sides provides a soothing shade for the 
travellers as they make their way through small specks of sunlight 
filtering through the leaves; casting shadows on the darkened 
road, leaving an aesthete spellbound.

Places of interest are Khaplu Bazaar and Khaplu Fort (built in 
1840).

Skardu
Skardu is a city in the Gilgit-Baltistan province of Pakistan. It 
serves as the capital of Skardu District. It was settled 1500 years 
ago at the confluence of the Indus and Shigar Rivers.

Skardu is considered as the gateway to the Eight Thousanders 
(nearby Kakakorum range, that houses K2, and Gasherbrum (I 
and II). 

This city has some of the most beautiful lakes to offer, among 
them Upper and Lower Kachura Lakes, Katpana Lake, Blind 
Lake, are a must see.

Deosai P lains
Deosai is the combination of two words ‘Deo’ (giant) and ‘Sai’ 
(shadow). For centuries, it is believed that this place is haunted by 
giants, thus the name ‘The Land of the Giants’ came into being. 

This area remained uncrossable for ages due to abundance of 
variety of wildlife here. Icy winds, thunderstorms, and presence 
of wildlife make it impossible to dwell here even in this age, that’s 
why Deosai is mostly uninhabited.

Deosai Plains, Deosai, Gilgit Baltistan



Islamabad
The capital city of Pakistan, Islamabad lies at the foot of the 
Margalla Hills. This picturesque city is home to 20 universities, 
and one of the most beautiful and largest mosques in the world. 

Popular tourist attractions in and around Islamabad are Faisal 
Mosque, Margalla Hills, Pakistan Monument, Pir Sowaha, 
Daman-e-Koh, Shakarparian, Lake View Park, and Saidpur 
Village.

Kaghan

Itinerary

Kaghan is a valley located in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province 
of Pakistan. It is a popular tourist destination with majestic 
mountains surrounding the entire valley.

Kaghan is home to some of the most breath-taking lakes in the 
country, namely Saif-ul-Muluk lake, Lulusar Lake, and Dudi-
patsar lake. Among the three, Saif-ul-Muluk offers the most 
stunning views with snow-capped mountains acting as a 
backdrop to the fresh water lake. 

Tourists enjoy breathtaking vistas as well as the excellent food of 
restaurants setup on the river.

Day 1: Islamabad
Meet and greet at airport and hotel transfer.

Day 2: Enroute to Skardu 
Departure for Bata Kundi (Kaghan Valley). Stopover at the historic city 
of Balakot for lunch. Arrival in Bata Kundi (Kaghan valley) around 4pm.
After checking-in, group members will be free to explore the city in the 
afternoon/evening. Overnight stay in Bata Kundi.

Day 3: Enroute to Skardu via Karakoram Highway (KKH)
The route will be through scenic Babusar pass. Stopover at Chilas for 
lunch, evening arrival at Skardu. Overnight stay in Skardu.

Day 4: Skardu Day Tour and Sight Seeing
Skardu city tour and sight seeing. Visit to Shigar and Kachura Lakes

Day 5: Deosai Plains
Day trip to Deosai Plains. It is a scenic plateau (the second highest in the 
world behind the Tibet plateau at an elevation of 4,114m)

Day 6: Rest day
Explore Skardu city.

Day 7: Khaplu
A full day excursion to Khaplu.

Day 8: Enroute to Bata Kundi (Kaghan Valley)
Depart Skardu for Bata Kundi. Lunch in Chilas. Arrival in Bata Kundi 
late evening. Overnight stay in Bata Kundi

Day 9: Day trip to Saif-ul-Muluk
Day trip to Saif-ul-Muluk. Explore Naran village

Day 10: Enroute to Islamabad
Lunch at Abbottabad

Day 11: Airport Transfer

Package Details

For more details, contact:

Sabih Khan
Yaar Tours
Cell: +92-305-128-9939
Email: sabih@yaartours.com

Tel: +92-42-38939223
54-G, Gulberg III
Lahore, Pakistan

SERVICES INCLUDED IN PRICING:
- Breakfast, lunch, dinner
- Toyota coaster transport
- 4x4 for day excursions
- Hotel stay
- Services of a driver & guide
- Basic first aid
- Toll taxes
- Entry tickets for national parks

SERVICES NOT INCLUDED IN PRICING:
- Visa and Ticket expenses
- Porters
- Any personal expenses
- Expenses for all non-itinerary related trips
- Extra expenses due to the acts of nature and/or political reasons
- Any 4x4 not included in itinerary
- Medication, evacuation, and rescue in emergencies
- Personal insurance of clients
- Laundry, beverages & phone calls

Number of Days: 10
Group Size: 10-15 people
EUR 1,490/- per person

*Customizable packages are also available


